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MB-1446 Lobster Mug  
5 1/4”W x 4 1/4”H x 3 5/8”Dia 

6/case

MB-1447 Crab Mug 
 5 1/4”W x 4 1/4”H x 3 5/8”Dia 

6/case

MB-1448 Dolphin Mug  
6”W x 5”H x 3 5/8”Dia

6/case

MB-1449 Flamingo Mug 
5”W x 4 1/4”H x 3 5/8”Dia

6/case

MB-1453 Roly Poly Mouse Bank 
7”L x 5 1/2”W x 7 3/4” H

6/case

MB-1454 Roly Poly Aligator Bank
12 1/4”L x 5 7/8”W x 4 1/2”H

6/case

MB-1450 Brontosaurus Mug 
5 1/4”W x 4 1/4”H x 3 5/8” Dia

6/case

MB-1451 Classic Heart Box 
6”L x 5 7/8”W x 1 7/8”H Dia

6/case

MB-1452 Hedgehog Bank 
9 5/8”L x 6 3/4”H x 2 1/4”W

6/case

Earthenware Bisque
Introducing 18 New Mayco 
bisque shapes! From 
Pinwheels and Clipboards 
to Hedgehog and Duckzilla 
banks, our unique, custom 
designed shapes are perfect 
to decorate your home, give 
as a gift or as a platform to 
express your creativity.

http://www.maycocolors.com


NEW
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MB-1455 Stemless Wine Tumbler
4 1/2”H x 4”W

6/case

MB-1456 Duck-zilla Bank
11 1/4”L x 8 3/4”W x 9 1/2”H

2/case

MB-1457 Pinwheel 
6”L x 6”W x 1 1/2”H

6/case

MB-1461 Clay Clipboard 
9”H x 7”W x 0.25”D

6/case * Clip Included

MB-1462 Jolly Christmas Tree 
11 3/4” H x 8 3/4” W x 7 1/2” D

TBD/case

MB-1463 Vintage Elf
10.75”H x 4.75”W x 5.5”D

TBD/case

MB-1458 Super Pinwheel 
9”L x 9”W x 1 7/8”H

4/case

MB-1459 Faceted Elephant
10 1/4”L x 6 1/4” W x 7.5”H

2/case

MB-1460 Sliced Pumplkin 
12 1/4”H x 7 1/2”W x 3 5/8”D

4/case

Earthenware Bisque

Facet’nating New 
Bisque to excite and 
inspire creativity!

*Visit us online for a video tutorial on
attaching the clip to the clipboard.

http://www.maycocolors.com


A.  MB-1407 Whale Mug 4.25” H x 5.25”W 6/case 

B.  MB-1408 Octopus Mug 4.25”H x 5”W 6/case

C.  MB-1409 Seahorse Mug 5”H x 5.5”W 6/case 

A. MB-1434 Big Smile Goober Mug 4.75”H x 5.5”W x 3.5” Dia 6/case

B.  MB-1440 Big Smile Dog Mug 4.75”H x 5.25”W x 3.25” Dia. 6/case

C. MB-1441 Big Smile Cat Mug 4.75”H x 5.25”W x 3.25” Dia. 6/case

A. MB-1395 Fox Mug 3.75”H x 3.25” Dia. 6/case 

B.  MB-1414 Raccoon Mug 3.75”H x 5”W x 3.25” Dia. 6/case 

C.  MB-1415 Squirrel Mug 3.75” H x 5”W x 3.25” Dia. 6/case

A.

A.

B.

B. C.

C.

A. B. C.

4

Earthenware Bisque

http://www.maycocolors.com


MB-1413 Sugar Skull Mug 4.5”H x 5.25”W 6/case

A.  MB-1386 Dancing Tea Cup 4”H x 4.75”W 6/case 
 
B.  MB-1388 Dancing Creamer 4”H x 5”W 6/case

A. B.

MB-1383 Tiki Cups - 2 Designs  4.25” H x 3.5” Dia. 4/case

MB-1403 Oval Pitcher 9.25”H x 4.5”D x 7”W  2/case

MB-1434
Big Smile Goober

MB-1441
Big Smile Cat

MB-1440
Big Smile Dog

5

Earthenware Bisque

http://www.maycocolors.com


Whimsical or elegant, decorative or functional — Glass Fusing offers your customers a whole new level of  
creativity. Join the many successful studio owners who have discovered the joys and profitablity of Glass. 

Glass Inspirations

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 to 
spark your customers’  

creativity while ensuring 
step-by-step success!  

Check the site often for 
fresh inspirations. 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com

Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

Cut one 11/4 x 10-inch strip of 533-2SF Blue Topaz, 
two 3/8 x 10-inch strips of 110.4SF Light Amber, two 
¼ x 10-inch strips of Clear, and one 21⁄2 x 10-inch strip 
of Clear. Arrange the � ve strips as shown, then add 
the large Clear strip on top, as the third layer of this 
section.

Arrange a single layer of glass nips that covers the 
entire base. We used small pieces near the striped 
elements building to larger pieces on both the top 
and bottom edges to create additional interest. 
Using Monterrey Spirit™ adds a small amount of 
opalescence into the mix, which helps to re� ect 
some of the light and color within the piece. Use 
it liberally on the bottom layer and less in the 
subsequent layers.

Preparation
•  Gather your glass selection. 

•  Line the (kiln-washed) mold with an 8 x 10-inch  
piece of PAPYROS. Set the Clear Base into the 
mold (nip the corners slightly, if necessary, so 
that it lays fl at in the mold). 

•  Cut strips of varying widths from each of the 
colors in your pallette and nip into small, 
medium, and large sized pieces. It’s easiest to 
keep colors separate in small containers.

1 2 3

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Reactive Gem Tones
Glass Cutting: Straight lines  
Firings: Full Fuse  + Slump

When glasses made with copper (which many blues and greens contain) are fused next to glasses made with sulfur (many warm hues) a subtle, 
but lovely, reaction occurs along the edges. To demonstrate this we created a piece using our range of Aqua Transparents paired with our Amber 
Transparents (but there are many combinations that react in this way). With the help of the Patty Gray Dam Mold lined with a piece of PAPYROS®, 
a “scatter platter” type design that shows off  this reaction is easily contained and comes out of the kiln with smooth edges on all sides.

Build a second layer of nipped pieces, paying 
careful attention to areas where colors will 
overlap creating new colors and/or a reaction. 
(Clear pieces are used liberally in this layer to 
add depth and distort colors below.) The second 
nipped layer should not cover the glass below 
uniformly – spaces are necessary to control the 
total volume of glass and encourage distortion. 

4
Even more glass is strategically placed on top of this 
layer, again using lots of clear. Note that the layers of 
the nipped glass will compress and melt together 
when fused; even if your nipped section stacks a bit  
higher than the level of the striped section, they will 
be approximately equal once fused.

Full fuse using the suggested schedule. Slump 
as desired.  We used Master Artisan #MSS 812 
stainless steel sconce mold.

www.System96.com
© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company
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Large

Medium

Small

   

                 Firing Schedule Used
Seg. Ramp

(ºF per Hour)
Goal Temp

(º F)
Hold

(Minutes)

1 250 250 30

2 250 1050 60

3 250 1250 30

4 250 1350 30

5 300 1465 20

6 9999 950 60

7 200 800 10

8 300 100 0

Materials Used
Patty Gray Dam Mold #GM110 by Creative Paradise

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

System 96 Glass:
• Clear 8 x 10 Base 
• 533-1SF Sky Blue
• 533-2SF Blue Topaz
• 533-3SF Deep Aqua
• 110.2SF Pale Amber
• 110.4SF Light Amber

• 110.8SF Medium Amber
• Spirit/410-7SF Monterrey
• Clear

5

Close-up of reaction

   

                 Firing Schedule Used

Seg.
Ramp(ºF per Hour) Goal Temp(º F)

Hold(Minutes)

1

250 

250

30

2

250

1050

60

3

250

1250

20

4

250

1350

20

5

300

1400

10

6
9999

950

60

7

200

800

10

8

300

100

0

Clear

Clear

Using the Cutting Guide on page 2 , trace & cut 

four White circles for eyes.  Trace & cut eyebrows 

and wings for each bird (Short bird = Turquoise 

Green, Tall bird = Amazon Green). Nip beaks from  

a small piece of Orange Opal. 

Create a border. We used 1-in. x 3/8-in. strips of all 

the project colors plus a stacked square in each 

corner, but you can create any type of border you 

choose. The 1-inch channel around the perimeter 

gives you a perfect space to add some color and 

design as you build up its second layer.

•  Gather your glass selection. (See Materials Used.)

•  Set the 6-in. x 6-in. Clear in the center of an 

8-in. x 8-in. 200SF White Base leaving 1-inch 

gap all around for border.

•  Trace and cut body shapes of birds. (Short 

Owl = Pastel Green, Tall Owl = Lemongrass.)

1

2

3

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96 ® Glass Craft Program

Spring Owls
Glass Cutting: Pattern Cutting

Firings: Contour Fuse + Slump

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  

The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

Optional Tip: to keep the eyebrows and wings from 

sagging where they extend past the the Owl’s 

body, we recommend that you give them “invisible 

support.”  To do this, trace and cut the Clear 

Support Pieces as shown on the Cutting Guide. 

When all the Clear pieces are cut and in place, add 

the eyebrows and wings back on top of them.

4

Add Black Pebble ™eye centers, Orange Noodle feet, 

and the tail feather details. Have fun, this is where you 

create the personality of your birds!

Contour fuse using the suggested schedule. Slump 

in a shallow square mold such as BI’s SM9503.

 

 Project Guide

Materials Used

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

System 96 Glass:
• 8-in. x 8-in.200SF White Base

• 6-in. x 6-in. Clear Base

• 222-72SF Pastel Green

• 226-74SF Amazon Green 

• 226-72SF Lemongrass 

• 223-72SF Turquoise Green 

• 200SF White 
• 100SFS Clear 

• 60-2702-96 Orange Opal 

• N-2702-96-5 Orange Opal Noodles 

• X-PEB-1009SF Black Pebbles™

5

Clear

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  

The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

www.System96.com

© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company

Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

Over 50 Project Guides  
are available free from System96.com



Whimsical or elegant, decorative or functional — Glass Fusing offers your customers a whole new level of  
creativity. Join the many successful studio owners who have discovered the joys and profitablity of Glass. 

Glass Inspirations

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 to 
spark your customers’  

creativity while ensuring 
step-by-step success!  

Check the site often for 
fresh inspirations. 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com

Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

Begin with an 8" x 8" Clear Base, a 4" x 6" piece of 528-4SF Olive Green, a 4" x 6" piece of 111SF Dark Amber, a 4" x 8" piece of 538-6SF Navy Blue, plus a 6" x 6" square (or the equivelent) of Clear glass.

Using the Cutting/Layout Guide on pages 2, trace all cutting lines onto each of the 3 colors of glass. Number each section. Score and break all pieces.

Place the Clear Base on top of the Layout Guide on page 2. Assemble all colored pieces on the Base, using the Guide and numbers to accurately place them. A�  x all pieces with pinpoints of glue.

1 2 3
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Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Color Tint Technique 
Glass Cutting: Straight lines
Firing: Full fuse, slump

This simple technique reminds us of making “sun prints” on photosensitive paper. 
As Clear glass sinks into the color beneath it, lighter “tints” of the glass color are created,
making it is a great way to utilize some of the beautiful darker colors in the System 96® palette. 

Nip design elements from Clear glass to create the “tinted fabric” look in each of the sections. It’s important to have a fairly equal amount of Clear glass on the 3rd layer to allow for a uniform � nished shape and thickness. Full fuse. 

4

System96.com

The piece was slumped in Creative Paradise’s “Folded Square” mold #GM-111.

The piece was slumped in Creative Paradise’s “Folded Square” mold #GM-111.

 Glass Craft Program

This simple technique reminds us of making “sun prints” on photosensitive paper. 
As Clear glass sinks into the color beneath it, lighter “tints” of the glass color are created,

2 Color Variation
10-inch piece slumped in 
Slumpy’s “Jordan” mold #SM-9049

Layer 2 Border: Make Fruit! This is the fun part. We 

layered transparent colors to build dimensional kiwi 

and orange sections, pineaple chunks, and strawberry 

halves. Red Pebbles™ make great cherries,  and nips of 

Rods, become blueberries. Details of what we did in 

the fruit construction are given in the Materials List — 

but have fun inventing your own versions.

Arrange the fruit into the border area of the pre-� red 

Base in a random, fun way. Tack Fire using the schedule 

below.  Slump as desired. We used Slumpy’s “Euro” 

plate mold #SM-258.

Base:  Start with a 12-inch System 96® Clear circle 

(use a pre-cut circle or cut your own). Cut an 9-inch 

circle for the center using a transparent color of 

your choice. (We used 110.4SF.) Full fuse using the 

schedule below. 

1

2

3

Spectrum® Glass presents: The System 96 ® Glass Craft Program

Fruit Border Platter

Glass Cutting: Freehand cutting/nipping

Multiple Firings: Full Fuse Base + Tack Fuse + Slump

This happy platter is made primarily with transparent colors to enhance the “juiciness” of the fruit. Use your 

imagination to come up with your own variation featuring your favorite fruits!

 

 Project Guide

Materials We Used

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

System 96 Glass:

12-in Clear Base 
110.4SF (inner 9-inch circle)

Kiwi = 526-2SF Moss Green + 110.2 Pale Amber in 

2nd layer with 200SF White center and F3-56-96 

Black Medium Frit for seed detail

Orange Sections = 171SF + 110.2 Pale Amber in 

2nd layerStrawberries = 151SF + 140.8SF in 2nd layer, F3-

2101-96 Almond Medium Frit for seed detail

Pineapple = 161SF Yellow with 110.2 Pale Amber 

detail
Cherries = X-PEB-151SF Red Pebbles™

Blueberries = RT-136-96 Dark Blue Rods nipped into 

1/4-inch sections

   

                 TACK Firing Schedule We Used

Seg.
Ramp(ºF per Hour) Goal Temp(º F)

Hold(Minutes)

1

250 

250

30

2

250

1050

20

3

200

1225

20

4

250

1360

10

5

9999

950

60

6

200

800

10

7

300

100

0

www.System96.com

© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company
VariationsUse this border decorating concept with other 

fun things in the border area. Try nipped � owers, a 

gradation of Frit color from the center outward, little 

houses in a neighborhood — let your imagination run!

 Glass Craft Program

This happy platter is made primarily with transparent colors to enhance the “juiciness” of the fruit. Use your 

   

                 FULL Firing Schedule We Used

Seg.
Ramp(ºF per Hour) Goal Temp(º F)

Hold(Minutes)

1

250 

250

30

2

250

1050

60

3

200

1250

30

4

250

1370

20

5

300

1465

10

6

9999

950

60

7

200

800

10

8

300

100

0

Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

Over 60 Project Guides  
are available free from System96.com



Whimsical or elegant, decorative or functional — Glass Fusing offers your customers a whole new level of  
creativity. Join the many successful studio owners who have discovered the joys and profitablity of Glass. 

Glass Inspirations

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 to 
spark your customers’  

creativity while ensuring 
step-by-step success!  

Check the site often for 
fresh inspirations. 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com

Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

   

                 Firing Schedule Used
Seg. Ramp

(ºF per Hour)
Goal Temp

(º F)
Hold

(Minutes)
1 250 250 30
2 250 1050 60
3 250 1250 20
4 250 1350 20
5 300 1400 10
6 9999 950 60
7 200 800 10
8 300 100 0

Clear
Clear

Using the Cutting Guide on page 2 , trace & cut four White circles for eyes.  Trace & cut eyebrows and wings for each bird (Short bird = Turquoise Green, Tall bird = Amazon Green). Nip beaks from  a small piece of Orange Opal. 

Create a border. We used 1-in. x 3/8-in. strips of all the project colors plus a stacked square in each corner, but you can create any type of border you choose. The 1-inch channel around the perimeter gives you a perfect space to add some color and design as you build up its second layer.

•  Gather your glass selection. (See Materials Used.)
•  Set the 6-in. x 6-in. Clear in the center of an 8-in. x 8-in. 200SF White Base leaving 1-inch gap all around for border.
•  Trace and cut body shapes of birds. (Short Owl = Pastel Green, Tall Owl = Lemongrass.)

1 2 3

Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Spring Owls
Glass Cutting: Pattern CuttingFirings: Contour Fuse + Slump

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  
The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

Optional Tip: to keep the eyebrows and wings from sagging where they extend past the the Owl’s body, we recommend that you give them “invisible support.”  To do this, trace and cut the Clear Support Pieces as shown on the Cutting Guide. When all the Clear pieces are cut and in place, add the eyebrows and wings back on top of them.

4
Add Black Pebble™eye centers, Orange Noodle feet, and the tail feather details. Have fun, this is where you create the personality of your birds!
Contour fuse using the suggested schedule. Slump in a shallow square mold such as BI’s SM9503.
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Materials Used
PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper
System 96 Glass:

• 8-in. x 8-in.200SF White Base
• 6-in. x 6-in. Clear Base
• 222-72SF Pastel Green
• 226-74SF Amazon Green 
• 226-72SF Lemongrass 
• 223-72SF Turquoise Green 
• 200SF White 
• 100SFS Clear 
• 60-2702-96 Orange Opal 
• N-2702-96-5 Orange Opal Noodles • X-PEB-1009SF Black Pebbles™

5

Clear

Whimsical and bright, this little dish is perfect for some fusing fun at any time of the year.  
The Clear area in the center gives the appearance of depth as the bird shapes sink into it.

www.System96.com© 2013 Spectrum Glass Company

Begin with an 8-inch Clear Base and a color 

palette that has both Opal and Transparent 

versions of each color, plus a Green Opal 

and 200SF White Opal.
Nip rough circles in varying sizes from your 

“posie” colors, plus Green leaf shapes and lay 

them next to one another (puzzle-like) until 

the whole Base is covered. Be sure to extend 

the design all the way to the outer edge, 

using little triangular pieces to fill in between 

the circles around the rim as needed. Affix all 

pieces to the Base with pinpoints of glue.

Once the Base is covered, sprinkle Fine 

Clear Frit into the gaps between pieces. This 

insures a solid 2-layer  (stable) design. Use a 

brush to sweep off the extra Frit.

1

2

3
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Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96 ® Glass Craft Program
This bright, fun piece is made using a pair of glass nippers and a simple stacking technique!

Materials We Used

PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper 

8-inch 100SFS Clear Base

161SF Yellow Transparent

533-3SF Deep Aqua Transparent

200SF White Opal

267-72SF Sunflower Opal

233-74SF Turquoise Blue Opal

226-74SF Amazon Green Opal

F2-00-96 Clear Frit (Fine)

A Ring of Posies

Glass Cutting: Nipping

Firing: Full Fuse, Slump

   
           Firing Schedule We Used

Seg.
Ramp (ºF per Hour) Goal Temp (º F) Hold Time 

(Minutes)

1

250

250

20

2

250

1050

30

3

150

1150

30

4

250

1370

20

5

300

1465

15

6

9999

950

60

7

150

800

10

8

300

100

0

Now build up each circle with gradually 

smaller circles. Alternate the Opal and 

Transparent versions of colors and use lots 

of White to make the design visually “pop.” 

Full Fuse and Slump as desired. We used 

an 8-inch Rim Plate mold.

4

System96.com 

© 2014 Spectrum Glass Company

2

VariationThe version above was made almost the 

same way as the main project except that 

intentional gaps were left between the 

largest circles in Step 2. These were filled 

with Coarse Moss Green Frit (F5-5262-96) 

in Step 3. The piece was slumped using a 

Round Wave/Ruffle mold. Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

Over 60 Project Guides  
are available free from System96.com



 
 

You always see happy little faces at Camp System 96®. Glass fusing provides a totally creative experience 
so that each participant not only designs their piece, they can also choose what it will 
become. All it takes is some inexpensive hardware to quickly transform a small glass 
design into a nightlight, ornament, magnet, pin, necklace — or whatever!  

As many studios know, a little prep work (i.e. pre-cut shapes, kid friendly glass, etc.)  
can really help ignite your guest’s creativity and make your Camps, Parties and other  
events run smoothly. For component ideas visit: system96.com/pyop 

For questions or tech support, contact Mary: 
Email: Mary@SpectrumGlass.com
Phone: 800.426.3120 ext. 4069
(M-F, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. PST.)

Spectrum Glass
www.system96.com

 

Happy Campers

Nightlight

Nightlight

Nightlight

Nightlight

Nightlight

Magnet/ Ornament

Nightlight

Magnets

Jewelry



A Texas potter
makes 1,300 pound

quilts with her
Paragon Dragon

2011 South Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149-1122
800-876-4328 / 972-288-7557
www.paragonweb.com
info@paragonweb.com

As a child, Earline Green made hand-stitched
quilts with her grandmother Mama Freddie. Earline
spent more time quilting with the older ladies than
she did playing with children her own age. Her early
experiences with the lively quilters taught her a
life-long love of artwork.

Earline’s other grandmother, Mama Ginger,
taught her advanced quilting patterns. Later this in-
fluenced the design of Earline’s stoneware quilt tile
mosaics displayed in the entrance of the Paul
Laurence Dunbar Lancaster-Kiest Library in Dal-
las, Texas. For that project, Earline fired 284 white
stoneware tiles—all in her faithful Paragon Dragon.

“The Dragon's design and controls are perfect
for firing large flat pieces,” said Earline. “The digital
programming controls provide a consistent firing
environment that eliminated cracks and warpage in
this project.

“During tile production, I fired my Dragon two
or three times a week for four to six weeks at a time.
I expected and received excellent results with each
firing.”

Contact us today for more information on the
exciting Dragon kiln. Ask about the easy-open
switch box hinged at the bottom. Call us for the
name of your local Paragon distributor.

Earline Green with her Paragon Dragon front-loading kiln. This kiln  is be-
coming a favorite with potters. It is easy to load, heavily insulated, and de-
signed to reach cone 10 with power to spare.

Earline Green’s clay spirit quilts on display in the Dunbar Lan-
caster-Kiest Branch Library in Dallas, Texas.

Join the Clayart pottery forum here:
lists.clayartworld.com

Constantly looking for better
ways to make kilns



Lewis Wilson is not a typical glass
artist. He lived in Morocco as a child,
taught himself to eat fire and juggle by
age 11, and was part of the Apollo 12
ground medical crew during the second
lunar landing. Forty-two years ago Lewis
made his first glass figurines with Bun-
sen burners in a medical lab. He taught
himself from a library book.

Lewis developed an early
relationship with Paragon
kilns. “My wife and I use three
different Paragon ovens,”
said Lewis. “My receiving
oven is a very old Paragon ce-
ramic oven that I bought used
33 years ago. Barb uses a
BlueBird XL for soft glass and
small boro work. I use a Para-
gon F-130 for my tabletop
work oven.”

“The quality of your work is greatly
influenced by the quality of your equip-
ment,” added Lewis. “It is good to have
an oven that was designed specifically
for my style of working. I go in and out

Lewis Wilson with his faithful Paragon F-130. This kiln now comes with an industrial mercury relay, 3” firebricks, slide-out mandrel
holder, and sidewall elements. (See photo below.) You can order the F-130 in 120 or 240 volts. The 2” x 8” bead door includes two
flexible gaskets.

2011 South Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149-1122
800-876-4328 / 972-288-7557
Toll Free Fax 888-222-6450
www.paragonweb.com
info@paragonweb.com

“If you are going to do serious
work, you will need a Paragon

oven” —Lewis Wilson
many times while working on large
sculptures. My oven recovers heat very
quickly. Thanks, Paragon.”
UL and CSA standards

Paragon kilns are not just assem-
bled—they are hand crafted. And for
your safety, the F-130 and BlueBirds are
tested by TUV to meet UL and CSA

standards.
The new and improved
F-130: mercury relay, 3”
walls

The firebricks are 3” thick.
This is 20% more insulation
than the standard 2 1/2” fire-
brick walls and bottom of our
earlier F-130 kilns. The extra
insulation enables the F-130
to maintain a temperature
hold with greater ease. A de-
luxe mercury relay is now

standard.
Sidewall elements

The new F-130 has side elements
mounted in dropped, recessed wall
grooves. You can still order the kiln with
top elements if you prefer.

New slide-out mandrel holder
The F-130 now has an adjustable

mandrel holder. Adjust it horizontally
and vertically without tools.
New sloped control panel

The control panel is angled for easy
viewing and operation of the digital con-
troller.
Wide selection

Paragon offers the widest selection of
lampworking, glass fusing, and bead
kilns in the industry. Call now or email
us for a free catalog and the name of a
local Paragon distributor. Sign up for
Paragon’s free Kiln Pointers email
newsletter.

Constantly finding
ways to make
better kilns.



How Low Voltage
Affects Firing Time

Plug the kiln into the correct circuit.

Low voltage can double the firing time. If your kiln is
firing too slowly, make sure the voltage listed on the kiln’s
electrical data plate matches the voltage of the electric cir-
cuit. (The electrical data plate is usually located on the
side of the kiln or the switch box.) Firing a 240 volt kiln on
208 volts reduces the kiln’s power by 25%.

Even a small drop in voltage can affect the

firing speed.

Low voltage has the same effect as firing with worn out
elements. Even a small drop in voltage can slow down
your kiln. For example, we test-fired a 120 volt kiln that
took 5 hours and 3 minutes to reach 2331°F (1277°C). On
a separate electric circuit, the same test kiln took only 2
hours and 30 minutes to reach 2350°F (1287°C). The dif-
ference in voltage between the two circuits? Only 7 volts.

Fire the kiln when voltage is highest. Turn

off other large appliances.

If your kiln ever slows down temporarily, do not as-
sume that it is due to worn elements. The voltage to your
building may have dropped due to peak demand. Have an
electrician check the voltage under load (while the kiln is
firing). Until you know the voltage, an amp reading of the
kiln won’t tell you much, because low voltage also causes
low amperage.
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If the voltage is low during a period of peak demand,
fire your kiln when the electrical demand is lower and the
voltage is higher. Fire at night or early morning. Also, turn
off other large electrical appliances such as a clothes dryer
while the kiln is firing.

Use the correct circuit wire gauge.

For the recommended circuit wire size, consult your lo-
cal electric codes and the kiln’s electrical specs at
www.paragonweb.com. (Enter the kiln model number at
the website search line.) Install the kiln within 25’ (7.62 m)
of the breaker or fuse panel. For every additional 50’
(15.24 m) from the panel, increase the circuit wire size by
one gauge. This helps to reduce voltage drop.

Program a slower rate.

A digital controller will show error messages when it
has been programmed at a faster rate than the kiln is capa-
ble of firing. This can happen even when voltage is normal
and the kiln is new. You may be using a firing schedule
that is designed for a faster kiln. In this case, program a
slower rate.

Moist clay can slow down the kiln.

Another reason your kiln may be firing slowly is that the
firing chamber has too much moisture. Firing moist ce-
ramic greenware or moist glass molds can slow down the
kiln. Dry these materials before firing them.

Reduce the load density.

Overloading a kiln with a dense load of ceramics and
kiln furniture can also slow down the firing.

Have the power company check the

transformer.

If the kiln still fires too slowly after following the sug-
gestions above, have the power company check your volt-
age and readjust the transformer for your area if neces-
sary. You can also request that your power company put a
voltage recording unit at your location to check the volt-
age over an extended period.

The kiln’s electrical data plate.

Checking the voltage under load (while the kiln is firing).
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Brick Bank
CCX3050
Case Pack 6

Now

Available!
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Let’s Start Building
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O r d e r S h i p S m i l e

95% of  orders  sh ip  out  w i th in  one bus iness  day!*

*Orders  received at  the 

warehouse by 4 :30pm



4 7 0 6  B e n s o n  A v e n u e
B a l t i m o r e ,  M D  2 1 2 2 7

Combine with bisque order to reach free shipping!



www.jubileecreative.com


www.skutt.com

POWERFUL

SMOOTH

TOUGH

INNOVATIVE
ERGONOMIC

VALUE
Brian Kohl

Ceramics Instructor

Skutt’s unique REMOVABLE WHEEL HEAD makes clean-up at 
Chaffey College run like clockwork! 

 Chaffey College
 Rancho Cucamonga, CA.



It’s like we ship a Tech
with every KM Kiln

www.skutt.com/kilnlink 503-774-6000

Current
     Sensing

&

Current Sensors ship with every KilnMaster Kiln. KilnLink is an optional upgrade.

KilnTechCCSA.indd   1 6/26/14   11:47 AM
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www.gare.com   P: 888.289.4273 x. 219   
F: 800.292.0885  E: info@gare.com

A modern design that’s 
not quite circular and  
not quite square, but  
the perfect shape for 
plates, platters, and  
a bowl! This new  
dinnerware line is  
available now in 6  
different shapes  
& sizes. 

Introducing Squircle Dinnerware

Find them all at  
www.Gare.com! 

#1069  
Charger Plate  
12”w

#1067  
Salad Plate  
8.5”w

#1068  
Dinner Plate
10.75”w 

#2126  
Bowl
6.5”l x 5”w

#3068  
Large Platter
14”l x 10”w

#3067  
Small Platter
9”l x 7”w
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